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Dear Parents/Guardians of Students Using Edgenuity,

FLHS online program called Edgenuity.  This program can be used for credit recovery (to recover

credit for a previously failed class), for initial credit (to earn credit for a course taken for the first time), in

a blended learning manner (teachers use the online class within their classroom and supplement with

other materials as needed).

Within the Edgenuity program, when used for credit recovery or initial credit, grades are

calculated as follows:

% (Time) - The percent complete weighted by time.

% (Count) - The percent complete by number of assignments completed.

RG - The relative grade which assumes that the user will receive zeros for any incomplete activities.

OG - The overall grade for only work that the student has completed.

AG - The actual grade based on the overall grade in relation to time elapsed.

When a student is assigned to Edgenuity for a class period in their schedule, the student does

not receive a .5 credit for Edgenuity itself, but rather receives a .5 credit for the class they complete on

Edgenuity (Algebra, US History, Psychology etc.…).  Therefore, we have learned from experience, those

teachers of record for these assigned Edgenuity class periods within the school day, cannot enter grades

into I.C. for Edgenuity itself.  They can however, email home progress reports from the Edgenuity

program, that shows the five types of grades listed above.  It is important that parents provide the school

their email addresses, so that bi-monthly progress reports can be emailed.  When a student completes

their course in Edgenuity with a passing grade, then they will receive the .5 credit on their transcript.

Edgenuity requires a student to pass lessons and quizzes with a 60% or better before they can

move on to the next unit.  Therefore, a student will always have a passing grade on work completed in

Edgenuity, but may not be making adequate progress, if they are taking too much time to complete their

assignments and quizzes.

It is important for parents/guardians to note the Progress Towards Completion that their student

is making.  A student may have an 80% on the work they have completed, but may have only completed

7% of the course after two months, which is not acceptable progress.  Students taking a course for initial

credit need to complete the course in the same time frame as a regular classroom course would take.  In

other words a semester course on Edgenuity should be completed by the end of the regularly scheduled

school semester.  A year long course should be completed by the same end of the year date as regularly

scheduled classes.
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A student taking a credit recovery course on Edgenuity may be given an extension to their

completion time, if they show they are putting forth adequate effort, and if they seek out assistance

from their teacher or counselor when struggling with an assignment or quiz.  Students who are having

difficulty passing their coursework in Edgenuity will be offered the opportunity for tutoring.  This

tutoring may be offered before or after school, or during lunch.  Students need to attend tutoring on a

regular basis in order to receive an extension on their completion date.

There will be a fee of $75 for any credit recovery course taken on Edgenuity.  If students

receive Free and Reduced Lunch then the fee will be $37.50. We have three levels of credit recovery

classes.   Students who fail a class with less than 35% for an overall grade in the class, or have more than

20 unexcused period absences, will be assigned to a full (approximately 120 hour) online course for

credit recovery.  Students, who fail a class with 35% or less as an overall grade in the class, will be

assigned to a modified (approximately 40 hour) online course for credit recovery.  Students who fail a

class with 45-59% for an overall grade in the class will be assigned to a modified (approximately 17 hour)

online course for credit recovery to receive a 60% once the class is completed with a passing grade on

edgenuity. Students, who do not complete an online course in the time allotted, may be subject to an

additional $75 fee for continued enrollment in that online course the following semester, or $37.50 for

Free and Reduced Lunch.

If you have any questions about Edgenuity, please call our counseling office at 303-857-7119 to

set up an appointment with a counselor.

Thank you!

FLHS Counseling Office

STUDENT NAME: ____________________________________________________________________

CLASS / CLASSES ASSIGNED: ___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

DATE ASSIGNED:___________________________  COMPLETE BY: _____________________________

STUDENT SIGNATURE:  _______________________________________________________________

PARENT SIGNATURE: _________________________________________________________________
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